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Study Guide Chapter 4
Examining My Leadership Perspective

1. How would you describe what happens on your best and worst leader-
ship days? Download the worksheet My Best and Worst Leadership Days. 
What title would you choose for each day—ideal/actual? Dream/night-
mare? Calm/disturbed? Utopian/dystopian? What does the comparison 
reveal about the nature of your current leadership life? 

2. Do you ever feel the Red Queen is visiting you? You have to run as fast 
as you can just to stay in the same place. How do you respond when this 
happens? Take the Hurry Sickness Checklist  test. How many yes answers 
do you have? How do you plan to address those symptoms?

3. How do you distribute your time and energy across Quadrant I and 
Quadrant II behaviors? How do you recognize that you are drifting into 
Quadrant III behaviors? What strategies do you use to stop the drift? 
What do you do when you notice those in your leadership area drifting 
into Quadrant III behaviors?

4. Do you pride yourself on the use of technology? On being a multi-
tasker? Examine how your self-perception in these two areas affects the 
way in which you work and the way in which you interact with those 
you lead.

5. What factors motivate you in your leadership life? How do you commu-
nicate the value of these factors to those you lead?

6. Because I can syndrome affects many leaders. Are you or others in 
your leadership area affected? What kind of conversation do you think 
would develop if you were to include because I can as a topic at a team 
meeting?

7. Do you consider yourself to be an effective model of reflective and bal-
anced leadership? Why or why not? How do you work to strengthen 
your leadership capabilities? To what extent do you share these efforts 
with those you lead? How do you plan to use material in this chapter to 
make changes in your leadership life?
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Extending My Leadership Perspective
1. Have your team complete the Task Priority Management Tool work-

sheet. Together with members of your team, compare the priority tasks, 
the rationale for each, and plans for accomplishing them. What does 
this activity reveal about the team’s focus on service to what is really 
important? How will you use this information to guide planning for the 
future?

2. To what extent do you think that PLC team members are not fully 
engaged in their work life every day? What are the consequences for 
individuals who fail to meet their responsibilities? How can you address 
this matter with them? With the team? 

3. How would you rate the nature of communications within your leader-
ship team? What are the strengths or limitations? To what extent does 
trust affect the quality of communications? What impact does the use 
of email have on team communications? How will you use these obser-
vations to foster a collegial environment within the team? You may 
want the team to discuss the handout Do’s and Don’ts for Email Use.

4. Use the figure Professional Learning Community Flow as a diagnostic 
tool with your leadership team to help members determine where the 
team currently fits on the flow channel. Place sticky dots on the chart 
for each learning team. What themes emerge from the discussion? 
What plan do you have to address controversies that may arise from 
the discussion? Based on the outcome of the discussion, you might find 
it useful to examine your own behavior in relation to the five strate-
gies that facilitate movement toward and along the flow channel. See 
the worksheet Five Strategies for Movement Toward and Along the Flow 
Channel.

5. Invite your leadership team to answer this question: How would you 
describe the physical and emotional energy of our professional learn-
ing community? To what extent are team members’ energy descrip-
tions consistent? Present the graphic The PLC Energy Quadrants (page 
143). How does the concept of the energy quadrants relate to service 
and sharing culture improvement in your PLC?
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